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Combining the beneﬁts of ﬂash and converged infrastructure is the best way to optimize performance,
management and cost.

The benefits of moving to a converged
infrastructure are compelling enough to
make it an extremely fast-growing area,
and adding flash to a converged
architecture multiplies those benefits.
Most flash memory today is based on
NAND, a non-volatile storage technology
that can write data, erase it and rewrite
data over and over again. Flash is becoming so pervasive in the enterprise that Network
Computing recently called it “the hard disk killer.”
One of the biggest benefits of flash is its density. 3D NAND, for example, has three times
the capacity of previous generation NAND flash technology. According to a recent report
from Coughlin Associates, NAND flash memory has more areal density (how many bits of
data can be stored on a specified amount of surface area) than hard disk drive technology,
and the density continues to increase. In the case of a converged infrastructure, where
smaller form factor is a benefit, the density of flash technology can make a significant
difference.
The cost of flash also has decreased significantly over the past few years. According to
Wikibon, flash cost twice that of hard disk drive technology in 2015, but is expected to be
19% lower by this year and reduce even further through 2020.
But the cost of the technology itself doesn’t give a full picture of its value, said Eric Slack,
an analyst at Evaluator Group of Boulder, Colo.
“There is a lot of technology around data reduction--like deduplication, compression and
thin provisioning--that work better in flash environments. If you use these technologies in
conjunction with flash, the effective capacity of an all-flash array can be a lot greater than
the same amount of spinning disk,” he said.
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Flash also is much more efficient at storing larger amounts of inputs and outputs per
second (IOPS), so enterprises don’t have to create separate storage silos for different
types of applications.
Multiplying the benefits
Combining the benefits of flash and converged infrastructure is the best way to optimize
performance, management and cost. Flash storage, with its superior speed, greater
density and reduced latency, helps improve the performance of converged infrastructure,
which itself improves on the performance of legacy infrastructures. By combining the two,
performance increases exponentially. For example, it could allow an enterprise to
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perform more comprehensive big data analysis across an organization instead of having
to confine it to a smaller subset because of storage and performance concerns.
Management is another area that benefits from the combination of flash and convergence.
The first generation of flash storage had little to no management capabilities, and the next
generation had limited management capabilities in the flash controller. Today’s flash uses
software to manage the flash. With converged infrastructure, the software that manages
the entire stack also can control and manage the flash, improving overall manageability.
The cost of flash technology is continuing to decrease, partly because of market pressure
and partly because newer iterations of flash like 3D NAND that can incorporate data
reduction techniques improve density. That has a direct impact on the cost of converged
infrastructure when it is incorporated. Converged infrastructure reduces costs for
enterprises in the form of lower maintenance and fewer IT staff, as well as lower power,
cooling and data center space costs. Taken together, the cost savings magnify. Wikibon
found that an organization with an IT budget of $40 million will save $38 million over
five years—an annual ROI of 542%--by moving to a shared-data all-flash converged data
center.
Underwritten by HPE
Part of HPE’s Power of One strategy, HPE Converged Architecture 700 delivers
infrastructure as one integrated stack. HPE Converged Architecture 700 delivers
proven, repeatable building blocks of infrastructure maintained by one management
platform (HPE OneView), built and delivered exclusively by qualified HPE Channel
Partners. This methodology saves considerable time and resources, compared to the do
ityourself (DIY) approach.
Based on a complete HP stack consisting of HP BladeSystem with Intel® Xeon® E5 v3
based HP ProLiant BL460c Gen9 blades, HP 3PAR StoreServ allflash storage, HP
Networking, and HP OneView infrastructure management software, the HP Converged
Architecture 700 can be easily modified to fit within your existing IT environment.
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